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Welcome

Brainwaves Books is an independent children’s book packager offering 

both rights and co-edition opportunities. With over three decades history 

and working closely with many of the world’s leading children’s book 

publishers, we create and produce original and engaging novelty formats 

incorporating clever and interactive paper engineering to provide added 

play value and ensure learning and storytelling are lots of fun! We are 

very flexible around customer needs, both designing and creating content 

ourselves, but also working closely with partners on licensed character 

work or special publications, where we combine our paper engineering 

designs with your content. 

2021 sees the business re-launch at the start of another decade, which 

coincides with the 25th anniversary of our most loved pop-up title  

The Wide-Mouthed Frog, with over 1.7 million copies  

sold around the world.
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The wide-mouthed frog

The wide-mouthed frog eats flies, but he’s very 
interested in what other animals eat. That is, until 
he meets the alligator! Celebrating 25 years in 
publication and with over 1.7 million copies sold 
worldwide, this is Brainwaves’ most loved title.

Rights sold: USA, Taiwan, Korea, France, Brazil

Specification: TPS: 250 x 250mm* 
Extent: 16pp + 6 pop-ups  Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 2 years+

*Options on TPS available

25th
Anniversary

Over 1.7m copies sold worldwide

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
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The Hiccuping Hippo

Poor Hippo, he had been suffering for a long 
time with hiccups – it was very annoying! His 
friends suggested lots of ways to cure hiccups but 
nothing seemed to work, until one day they all got 
together – what a surprise that was! 

Rights sold: Korea

Specification: TPS: 210 x 210mm* 
Extent: 16pp + 6 pop-ups  Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 2 years+

*Options on TPS available
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Strange sounds are coming from the jungle... One 
morning all the animals in the jungle wake to find 
that they have the wrong voices. Rooster roars like  

a lion, Elephant hisses like a snake, and 
Snake squawks like a parrot!

Giraffe has never had a voice before, and he’s certain 
that he never will. But when he stretches his neck, 

opens his

mouth, and takes a deep breath, something loud and 
wonderful comes out ... something he’ll never forget.

Children will delight in imitating the unusual animal 
sounds found in this gleefully funny pop-up book 
from the creators of The Wide-Mouthed Frog and 

The Long-Nosed Pig.

“An outrageously silly pop-up storybook!” 
roared Rooster.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

Age 10 Months+
Printed in China

USA $14.99
Canada $18.50
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The Giraffe who  

Cock-a-Doodle-Doo’d
by Keith Faulkner . illustratated by Jonathan Lambert

POP-UP
BOOK
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The Puzzled Penguin
Faulkner . Lam

bert

Dial

A shivering little penguin is very puzzled. So much  
so that he seeks reassurance from his neighbors. Is he, in 

fact, who he thinks he is?

“Am I really a penguin?” he asks the big, white polar bear. 
The bear insists that he is. But poor little penguin is not 

convinced. So he asks the walrus, the huge killer whale, and 
even his mom. Why all the puzzlement?

Youngsters will squeal with delight at this wonderfully 
silly story-with its stunning pop-ups, beautiful 

illustrations, and surprise ending.

From the team that created The wide-mouthed frog 
and The Long-Nosed Pig.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

Age 10 Months+
Printed in China

USA $14.99
Canada $18.50
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The
Puzzled Penguin

by Keith Faulkner . illustratated by Jonathan Lambert

POP-UP
BOOK
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The Long-Nosed Pig
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Dial

Age 10 Months+
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Picture a pig with an elephant’s trunk!

That’s what the very first pig looked like. And there 
was nothing that pig loved more than trotting around 
with his long nose held high in the air, boasting about 
it to other animals. But one day the proud pig was too 
busy boasting to watch where he was trotting. Since 

that day-pigs have never been the same!

From the creators of the immensely popular The Wide-
Mouthed Frog (Dial), this delightfully far-fetched fable 

is sure to elicit squeals of glee as it reveals the silly 
circumstances that might have caused pigs to look as 

they do today.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

USA $14.99
Canada $18.50

POP-UP
BOOK The
Long-Nosed Pig

by Keith Faulkner . illustrated by Jonathan Lambert
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The Hiccuping Hippo is part of a 4 book series

The Hiccuping Hippo
Faulkner . Lam

bert

Dial

H I C ! . . . H I C ! . . . H I C !
 Poor Hippo has a horrible case of the hiccups!

All of his friends think they know the perfect cure,  
but nothing seems to work. Hippo’s hiccups just keep 
getting worse! Only when the animals put their heads 

together do they find the right solution, a cure that Hippo-
and young readers will never forget.

 With bright, bold pop-ups and a surprise ending,  
here is another wildly funny book from the best-selling 

creators of The wide-mouthed frog.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

Age 10 Months+
Printed in China

USA $14.99
Canada $18.50
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by Keith Faulkner . illustratated by Jonathan Lambert

The
Hiccuping Hippo
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Other books in the series
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The Giraffe Who Cock-a-Doodle-Doo’d

Something strange had happened in the jungle! 
Somehow all the animal’s voices had been 
swapped over. Rooster can’t crow, lion can’t roar, 
elephant can’t trumpet and parrot can’t squawk. 
Only giraffe was pleased, as he didn’t have a voice 
to begin with!

Rights sold: Korea

Specification: TPS: 210 x 210mm*  Extent: 16pp  
+ 6 pop-ups  Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 2 years+ 

*Options on TPS available
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Strange sounds are coming from the jungle... One 
morning all the animals in the jungle wake to find 
that they have the wrong voices. Rooster roars like  

a lion, Elephant hisses like a snake, and 
Snake squawks like a parrot!

Giraffe has never had a voice before, and he’s certain 
that he never will. But when he stretches his neck, 

opens his

mouth, and takes a deep breath, something loud and 
wonderful comes out ... something he’ll never forget.

Children will delight in imitating the unusual animal 
sounds found in this gleefully funny pop-up book 
from the creators of The Wide-Mouthed Frog and 

The Long-Nosed Pig.

“An outrageously silly pop-up storybook!” 
roared Rooster.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

Age 10 Months+
Printed in China

USA $14.99
Canada $18.50
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Cock-a-Doodle-Doo’d
by Keith Faulkner . illustratated by Jonathan Lambert
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The Giraffe Who Cock-a-Doodle-Doo’d is part of a 4 book series

The Puzzled Penguin
Faulkner . Lam

bert

Dial

A shivering little penguin is very puzzled. So much  
so that he seeks reassurance from his neighbors. Is he, in 

fact, who he thinks he is?

“Am I really a penguin?” he asks the big, white polar bear. 
The bear insists that he is. But poor little penguin is not 

convinced. So he asks the walrus, the huge killer whale, and 
even his mom. Why all the puzzlement?

Youngsters will squeal with delight at this wonderfully 
silly story-with its stunning pop-ups, beautiful 

illustrations, and surprise ending.

From the team that created The wide-mouthed frog 
and The Long-Nosed Pig.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

Age 10 Months+
Printed in China

USA $14.99
Canada $18.50
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The Hiccuping Hippo
Faulkner . Lam

bert

Dial

H I C ! . . . H I C ! . . . H I C !
 Poor Hippo has a horrible case of the hiccups!

All of his friends think they know the perfect cure,  
but nothing seems to work. Hippo’s hiccups just keep 
getting worse! Only when the animals put their heads 

together do they find the right solution, a cure that Hippo-
and young readers will never forget.

 With bright, bold pop-ups and a surprise ending,  
here is another wildly funny book from the best-selling 

creators of The wide-mouthed frog.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

Age 10 Months+
Printed in China

USA $14.99
Canada $18.50
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The Long-Nosed Pig
Faulkner . Lam

bert

Dial

Age 10 Months+
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Picture a pig with an elephant’s trunk!

That’s what the very first pig looked like. And there 
was nothing that pig loved more than trotting around 
with his long nose held high in the air, boasting about 
it to other animals. But one day the proud pig was too 
busy boasting to watch where he was trotting. Since 

that day-pigs have never been the same!

From the creators of the immensely popular The Wide-
Mouthed Frog (Dial), this delightfully far-fetched fable 

is sure to elicit squeals of glee as it reveals the silly 
circumstances that might have caused pigs to look as 

they do today.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

USA $14.99
Canada $18.50
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by Keith Faulkner . illustrated by Jonathan Lambert
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Other books in the series
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The Puzzled Penguin

The little penguin was very puzzled, as he didn’t 
feel like he was a real penguin. So he asked all 
his friends – the polar bear, the walrus, the killer 
whale and last of all, his mother. She wondered 
why he was asking all these questions and soon 
found out!

Rights sold: Korea

Specification: TPS: 210 x 210mm*   
Extent: 16pp + 6 pop-ups  Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 2 years+ 

*Options on TPS available
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bert

Dial

Strange sounds are coming from the jungle... One 
morning all the animals in the jungle wake to find 
that they have the wrong voices. Rooster roars like  

a lion, Elephant hisses like a snake, and 
Snake squawks like a parrot!

Giraffe has never had a voice before, and he’s certain 
that he never will. But when he stretches his neck, 

opens his

mouth, and takes a deep breath, something loud and 
wonderful comes out ... something he’ll never forget.

Children will delight in imitating the unusual animal 
sounds found in this gleefully funny pop-up book 
from the creators of The Wide-Mouthed Frog and 

The Long-Nosed Pig.

“An outrageously silly pop-up storybook!” 
roared Rooster.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

Age 10 Months+
Printed in China

USA $14.99
Canada $18.50
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The Puzzled Penguin
Faulkner . Lam

bert

Dial

A shivering little penguin is very puzzled. So much  
so that he seeks reassurance from his neighbors. Is he, in 

fact, who he thinks he is?

“Am I really a penguin?” he asks the big, white polar bear. 
The bear insists that he is. But poor little penguin is not 

convinced. So he asks the walrus, the huge killer whale, and 
even his mom. Why all the puzzlement?

Youngsters will squeal with delight at this wonderfully 
silly story-with its stunning pop-ups, beautiful 

illustrations, and surprise ending.

From the team that created The wide-mouthed frog 
and The Long-Nosed Pig.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

Age 10 Months+
Printed in China

USA $14.99
Canada $18.50
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The Hiccuping Hippo
Faulkner . Lam

bert

Dial

H I C ! . . . H I C ! . . . H I C !
 Poor Hippo has a horrible case of the hiccups!

All of his friends think they know the perfect cure,  
but nothing seems to work. Hippo’s hiccups just keep 
getting worse! Only when the animals put their heads 

together do they find the right solution, a cure that Hippo-
and young readers will never forget.

 With bright, bold pop-ups and a surprise ending,  
here is another wildly funny book from the best-selling 

creators of The wide-mouthed frog.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

Age 10 Months+
Printed in China
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Age 10 Months+
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Picture a pig with an elephant’s trunk!

That’s what the very first pig looked like. And there 
was nothing that pig loved more than trotting around 
with his long nose held high in the air, boasting about 
it to other animals. But one day the proud pig was too 
busy boasting to watch where he was trotting. Since 

that day-pigs have never been the same!

From the creators of the immensely popular The Wide-
Mouthed Frog (Dial), this delightfully far-fetched fable 

is sure to elicit squeals of glee as it reveals the silly 
circumstances that might have caused pigs to look as 

they do today.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

USA $14.99
Canada $18.50

POP-UP
BOOK The
Long-Nosed Pig

by Keith Faulkner . illustrated by Jonathan Lambert
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Other books in the series

The Puzzled Penguin is part of a 4 book series
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The Long-Nosed Pig

Have you ever wondered why pigs have flat, 
wrinkled noses? Well, many years ago they were 
very proud of their long, flexible noses, like an 
elephant. They boasted to all the other animals, 
until one day there was a terrible accident...

Rights sold: Korea

Specification: TPS: 210 x 210mm* 
Extent: 16pp + 6 pop-ups  Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 2 years + 

*Options on TPS available
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ho Cock-a-Doodle Doo’d
Faulkner . Lam

bert

Dial

Strange sounds are coming from the jungle... One 
morning all the animals in the jungle wake to find 
that they have the wrong voices. Rooster roars like  

a lion, Elephant hisses like a snake, and 
Snake squawks like a parrot!

Giraffe has never had a voice before, and he’s certain 
that he never will. But when he stretches his neck, 

opens his

mouth, and takes a deep breath, something loud and 
wonderful comes out ... something he’ll never forget.

Children will delight in imitating the unusual animal 
sounds found in this gleefully funny pop-up book 
from the creators of The Wide-Mouthed Frog and 

The Long-Nosed Pig.

“An outrageously silly pop-up storybook!” 
roared Rooster.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

Age 10 Months+
Printed in China

USA $14.99
Canada $18.50
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The Long-Nosed Pig is part of a 4 book series

The Puzzled Penguin
Faulkner . Lam

bert

Dial

A shivering little penguin is very puzzled. So much  
so that he seeks reassurance from his neighbors. Is he, in 

fact, who he thinks he is?

“Am I really a penguin?” he asks the big, white polar bear. 
The bear insists that he is. But poor little penguin is not 

convinced. So he asks the walrus, the huge killer whale, and 
even his mom. Why all the puzzlement?

Youngsters will squeal with delight at this wonderfully 
silly story-with its stunning pop-ups, beautiful 

illustrations, and surprise ending.

From the team that created The wide-mouthed frog 
and The Long-Nosed Pig.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

Age 10 Months+
Printed in China

USA $14.99
Canada $18.50
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The Hiccuping Hippo
Faulkner . Lam

bert

Dial

H I C ! . . . H I C ! . . . H I C !
 Poor Hippo has a horrible case of the hiccups!

All of his friends think they know the perfect cure,  
but nothing seems to work. Hippo’s hiccups just keep 
getting worse! Only when the animals put their heads 

together do they find the right solution, a cure that Hippo-
and young readers will never forget.

 With bright, bold pop-ups and a surprise ending,  
here is another wildly funny book from the best-selling 

creators of The wide-mouthed frog.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

Age 10 Months+
Printed in China

USA $14.99
Canada $18.50
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The Long-Nosed Pig
Faulkner . Lam
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Dial

Age 10 Months+
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Picture a pig with an elephant’s trunk!

That’s what the very first pig looked like. And there 
was nothing that pig loved more than trotting around 
with his long nose held high in the air, boasting about 
it to other animals. But one day the proud pig was too 
busy boasting to watch where he was trotting. Since 

that day-pigs have never been the same!

From the creators of the immensely popular The Wide-
Mouthed Frog (Dial), this delightfully far-fetched fable 

is sure to elicit squeals of glee as it reveals the silly 
circumstances that might have caused pigs to look as 

they do today.

Dial Books for Young Readers 
A division of Penguin 
Young Readers Group 
345 Hudson Street 
New York, New York 10014

USA $14.99
Canada $18.50
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Other books in the series
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Animal Math

In this colourful, fun book, turn the wheel, read the 
question, count the animals and then lift up the flap 
to see if your answer is right. It sounds easy, but it’s 
trickier than you think, so don’t forget to count all 
the animals on the wheel and on the page.

Rights sold: All available

Specification: 260 x 210mm, 6 spreads + 4 double-sided  
wheels + flaps + case

Target age range: 4 Years+

Turn the wheel

Turn the wheel on the side to create a sum, 
then check your answer under the flap.

Animal Math is part of a 2 book series

Other book in the series

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
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Flip Flap Math

Lots of sums to practice in this fun, colourful flip-
the-flap counting and maths book. Turn to any 
page, try to do the sum by counting the animals, 
then flip-the-flap to see if you were right. You’ll 
learn addition and subtraction with lots of fun 
creatures to help you.

Rights sold: All available

Specification: TPS: 260 x 210mm (P)  Extent: 6 spreads  
+ 25 sliding flaps  Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 4 Years+

Try to do the sum by counting 
the animals, then flip-the-flap 
to see if you are right.

Other book in the series

Flip Flap Math is part of a 2 book series

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
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Santa’s Surprise

Poor Santa can’t see very well as he needs some 
new glasses. This makes it tricky, when he goes 
looking for Rudolph. Big colourful gatefold pops 
take you through his search, until he eventually 
finds his faithful Reindeer, who gives him a 
Christmas gift – can you guess what it is?

Rights sold: All available

Specification: 250 x 250mm*, 16pp selfends + 6 full page 
gatefolds + 6 pop-ups + case

Target age range: 2 Years+

*Options on TPS available

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
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The Little Scared Bear

Little Bear woke in the night. It was dark and there were 
some very scary sounds RRRAAAAAGH! WHEEEEEE! 
WRRRAAAFG! What could it be…a lion…a gorilla…an 
elephant…a rhino? So, he crept out of bed to look.  
Guess what he found was making the scary noises?

Rights sold: Korea, Brazil

Specification: TPS: 250 x 250mm*  Extent:16pp  
+ 1 full page gatefold + 6 pop-ups  Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 2 years+

*Options on TPS available

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
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Tap! Tap! Tap!

Where’s that tapping sound coming from? Squirrel, 
beaver, wolf, doe and bear are puzzled in this 
beautifully illustrated lift-the-flap storybook. 
Eventually they discover the cause of the tapping 
sound. They were surprised and so will you be, what 
a huge surprise!

Rights sold: All available

Specification: 250 x 250mm* + 5 small flaps + 4pp full 
size gatefold + case

Target age range: 2 Years+

*Options on TPS available

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
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Wheels on the Bus

Two firm family favourites, especially on car 
journeys, but these two sing-a-long storybooks 
have something extra. As you turn the wheel on 
the cover and every spread, the wheels on the bus 
go round & round and the landscape passes by.

Rights sold: All available

Specification: 203 x 203mm, 5 spreads + 1 large wheel  
+ 2 small wheels + cogs + case

Target age range: 3 Years+

As the side wheel is turned the wheels on 
the Bus go around and the scene behind 
and through the windows is rotating.

Turn the wheel

Wheels on the Bus is part of a 2 book series

Other book in the series

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
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Old MacDonald Had a Farm

Two firm family favourites, especially on car 
journeys, but these two sing-a-long storybooks 
have something extra. As you turn the wheel 
on the cover and every spread, the wheels on 
the tractor go round & round and the landscape 
passes by.

Rights sold: All available

Specification: 203 x 203mm, 5 spreads + 1 large wheel 
+ 2 small wheels + cogs + case

Target age range: 3 Years+

Turn the wheel

Old MacDonald Had a Farm is part of a 2 book series

Other book in the series

As the side wheel is turned the wheels on 
the Tractor go around and the scene behind 
and through the windows is rotating.

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
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Ocean Oddballs

In this fun Mix-Up Pop-Up series you’ll meet 
crocorilla, snacan, diplotops, triceradocus, octork, 
pengab, sheny, pock and lots more crazy mixed 
up creatures. What happens if you mix an octopus 
with a crab? Is it a octoab, or a crpus?

Rights sold: All available

Specification: TPS: 280 x 190mm*  Extent: 5 spreads 
(split in half) + 5 pop-ups  Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 2 years+

*Options on TPS available
Ocean Oddballs is part of a 2 book series

Other book in the series

Turn the top and bottom pages back 
and forth independently to create new 
ocean creatures with wacky names.
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Jurassic Jumble

In this fun Mix-Up Pop-Up series you’ll meet 
crocorilla, snacan, diplotops, triceradocus, 
octork, pengab, sheny, pock and lots more crazy 
mixed up creatures. What happens if you mix a 
triceratops with a pteranodon? Is it a triceradon 
or a pteranotops?

Rights sold: All available

Specification: TPS: 280 x 190mm*  Extent: 5 spreads  
(split in half) + 5 pop-ups  Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 2 years+

*Options on TPS available
Jurassic Jumble is part of a 2 book series

Other book in the series

Turn the top and bottom pages back 
and forth independently to create new 
jurassic creatures with wacky names.
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Big Bugs!

Look around in your garden, or in the park and 
you’ll be sure to find lots of bugs. Some are very 
pretty and some may be a bit scary, but they are 
all really interesting and you can find out some 
fascinating facts about them here!

Rights sold: Korea

Specification: TPS: 250 x 250mm*  Extent: 16pp  
+ 5 full page gatefolds + 5 pop-ups + 1 flap/pop  
Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 2 years+

*Options on TPS available
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Can We Play?

Fish was lonely – he wanted someone to play with. 
So he searched around in the ocean but the animals 
he met were either too big, too snappy, too wriggly 
or too scary! That is, until he met a shoal of fish that 
were just right and ready to play!

Rights sold: All available

Specification: TPS: 250 x 250mm*  Extent: 14pp  
+ 5 full page gatefolds + 5 pop-ups  Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 2 years+

*Options on TPS available
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Sesame Street Barbie

Barney Scooby-Doo Toy StoryThomas the Tank EngineRupert the Bear

The Very Hungry Caterpillar Disney Dr. Seuss

Licensed collaborations
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Some of our publishing partners

Penguin Random House

Scholastic

Sandviks

Barnes & Noble

Hinkler Harper Collins Egmont Casterman

DeAgostiniBarron’s Simon & Schuster

Miseghy Beascoa Disney PressHuman & Rousseau
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Registered address: Suite G02, Aston Court, Kingsmead Business Park, Frederick Place, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire. HP11 1JU

Brainwaves Books Ltd. Picketts Lodge, Picketts Lane, Salfords, Surrey RH1 5RG UK

General enquiries: admin@brainwavesbooks.co.uk
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Gwen Bennett

United Kingdom, North America, ANZ, 

South Africa, Italy, Greece and Turkey 

gwen@therightssolution.co.uk

Rachel Pidcock

Germany, France, Scandinavia,  

the Netherlands and Eastern Europe

rachel@therightssolution.co.uk

Aby Mann

UK special sales, Asia, Middle East & Israel, 

Spain & South America, Portugal and Brazil

aby@therightssolution.co.uk

For global sales enquiries
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